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The Silent Language Of Leaders
The perpetrators of apartheid were treated with wisdom and forgiveness, but is the same true of how we are treating current leaders?
This unrest speaks a language the ANC understands very well
Hall had studied the roots of culture shock in great detail and published his findings in a compelling book, The Silent Language. Those of us who served in the early years of the Peace Corps benefited ...
“Are You Talking to ME?”
Perhaps something tragic has happened to someone you love. You want to comfort the person, but the reality is there are times when nothing we can say or do will make it better.
From the archives: Silent presence can say more than words
The national language is not complex, but when it is not your mother tongue, it can be tricky. In the august hall of the Parliament, where sessions are broadcast live, standing up to speak could get ...
Parliament and the national language
Kerry Thompson never envisioned herself being a leader of people with disabilities. She wanted to be viewed as a leader, period. Being deaf and blind has never stopped Kerry from pursuing her goals.
Kerry Thompson: The Leader Fighting for Human Rights
The charismatic and polarizing founder of Podemos quit politics on May 4 after losing the Madrid election and has not made a single public statement since then ...
The 50 days of silence from Spain’s leftist leader Pablo Iglesias
Kevin Brackett, the current Solicitor for the 16th Circuit, says the press conference is being held for officials to explain what is in the video, share their thoughts and answer questions.
LIVE: Body cam video from controversial arrests of Rock Hill brothers being released
On the final day of June, Kevin McCarthy gave us an extraordinary display of what he and the Republican Party have become. In McCarthy’s GOP, the attack on democracy is memory-holed, while a Fox News ...
Kevin McCarthy has chosen bigotry over truth. And the GOP is following his lead.
The magic is there. It just needs inspirational teachers to impart it, not grey-suited committees bereft of imagination. James Reiss, former associate professor of chemistry, La Trobe University The ...
Inspirational teachers can impart the magic
China, however, actively spreads its insidious tentacles across the world with a shocking mastery, facilitated by the apparent unwillingness of global leaders, including Biden, to take the threat ...
China: The Most Evil of Evil Empires
President Muhammadu Buhari looks entangled in a successor’s dilemma, a seemingly intractable set of circumstances that will put him in the good or the bad book of supporters of the All ...
Buhari and the Dilemma of Picking a Successor
With the defeat of former president Donald Trump and the death of Rush Limbaugh, the Fox News host has emerged as a dominant force shaping a Republican Party energized by racial resentment.
How Tucker Carlson became the voice of White grievance
“Of course, there are some members who don’t want me to be the leader but so many do and there ... that MPs using such language, including Green MPs were being anti-Semitic.
Green leader silent on party's key demand that she disavow ex-advisor who supported Israel
As a young child, I was a silent observer of the organization’s meetings with my mom. In my sophomore year, I joined AJC’s Leaders for ... Al Nahyan echoed the language of The Abraham ...
Notes from a future diplomat
By continuing to use this website, you consent to our use of these cookies. It was a leadership doomed before it began. But the agreement on Irish language legislation was seen as a capitulation to ...
Are the Conservatives about to suffer defeat in the "Blue Wall"?
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) MP Sambhaji Chhatrapati has said that the silent protests to press for implementing the demands of the Maratha community leaders were being deferred as the the Uddhav ...
Silent protests on Maratha issue being deferred: BJP MP
The ANC remained silent. So did the DA and the minority ... A securocrat now the jackboot boss of the arts? This “leadership” over 27 years reveals an industry controlled by unqualified ...
Arts sector in crisis as money goes missing and leadership flounders
“We’re grateful for all of the adorers who continued to pray regularly throughout the coronavirus pandemic,” said Lucille Simard, a leader at the chapel. “To borrow from recent ...
Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration Chapel in Saco reopened and looking for new adorers
It's finally time to get outside and on the links for charity, complete with raffle prizes and Silent Auction items ... El Camino High School encouraging leadership and philanthropy to our future ...
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